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The present research examines the role of categorical perception (McGarty,
Haslam, Turner, & Oakes, 1993) in the illusory correlation paradigm. This
approach assumes that the search for meaningful diV erences between two
stimulus groups can lead to the illusory correlation eV ect. This explanation is
investigated in Study 1 by presenting participants with constrained stimulus
information and examining whether accentuating evaluative diV erences between
stimuli could provide a basis for illusory correlation. Results of this study (N = 64)
revealed illusory correlation e V ects that were related to evaluative reinterpretations
of the stimuli. Study 2 (N = 19) focused on the causal relation between illusory
correlation and accentuation eV ects, using the thinking-aloud technique. Detailed
analyses of each participants’ behaviour indicated that illusory correlation can arise
from actively seeking intergroup diV erences and that reinterpretations of stimuli
and the perception of illusory correlation were mutually reinforcing. Implications
of these results for stereotyping processes are discussed.
‘I’m sure I didn’t mean—’ Alice was beginning, but the Red Queen interrupted her impatiently.
‘That’s just what I complain of! You should have meant! What do you suppose is the use of a child
without any meaning? Even a joke should have some meaning—’
L. Carroll, 1960, p. 319

In order to make sense of the world, we often go beyond the given information.
However, in this inferential process, we sometimes arrive at erroneous conclusions
or judgments. One of these ‘incorrect’ judgments is called ‘illusory correlation’.
That is, people sometimes perceive an erroneous covariation between two sets
of events. These illusory correlations have been widely researched in social
* Requests for reprints should be addressed to Mariëtte Berndsen, Department of Social Psychology, University of
Amsterdam, Roetersstraat 15, 1018 WB Amsterdam, The Netherlands (e-mail: sp_berndsen@macmail.psy.uva.nl).
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psychology, partly because this mechanism could oV er an explanation for the
acquisition of stereotypes about minorities. In the present study we investigated the
processes which produce the illusory correlation eV ect. More speci cally, we
investigated the possibility that illusory correlation arises as a product of categorical
perception (McGarty, Haslam, Turner, & Oakes, 1993).
The term ‘illusory correlation’ refers to the perception of covariation between
two classes of stimuli which are uncorrelated or less strongly correlated than
perceived. Hamilton and Gi V ord (1976) developed a now familiar paradigm to
demonstrate the illusory correlation eV ect. They showed that the combination
of a (statistically) infrequent behaviour and an infrequently encountered group
was overestimated, producing what is termed a ‘distinctiveness-based illusory
correlation’. According to Hamilton and GiV ord, statistically infrequent categories
are particularly distinctive for the perceiver so that they receive more attention, are
more eYciently encoded, and consequently are more available in memory than
less distinctive categories. Although this explanation has been questioned by a
number of researchers (Fiedler, 1991; McGarty et al., 1993; Smith, 1991), there is
also considerable support for distinctiveness-based illusory correlation (see e.g.
McConnell, Sherman, & Hamilton, 1994; Mullen & Johnson, 1990). Moreover, the
approaches of Hamilton, Smith, and Fiedler all focus on the perception of
infrequent information as the critical variable thought responsible for the eV ect.
In contrast, research by McGarty et al. (1993) has shown that the perception of
infrequent stimuli is not necessary to obtain illusory correlations. They argued that
illusory correlation could result from a categorical diV erentiation process. Their
explanation is based on self-categorization theory (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher,
& Wetherell, 1987) which in turn is rooted in Tajfel’s work (e.g. Tajfel, 1969).
According to these accounts, categories are formed on the basis of the perception
of similarities among and diV erences between stimuli. Categorization eV ects re ect
the tendency to enhance the diV erences between distinct categories on a certain
dimension and to minimize the diV erences within each of the categories. Comparative  t (Oakes, Turner, & Haslam, 1991) is enhanced when the diV erences
between categories are larger than diV erences within the categories. However, in
order to accentuate diV erences between Groups A and B, it is necessary to perceive
diV erences between them. According to McGarty et al., these diV erences exist in the
classic task of Hamilton and Gi V ord (1976, Study 1) because there is more evidence
for the hypothesis that Group A is ‘good’ and Group B is ‘bad’ (18 + 4 = 22
stimuli) than for the opposite hypothesis (9 + 8 = 17 stimuli). The positivity of
Group A over Group B thus re ects the comparative  t between group
membership and behaviour, and forms the basis for further accentuating the
diV erences between the groups.
Following this line of reasoning and drawing on the concept of ‘diV erentiated
meaning’ (McGarty & Turner, 1992), McGarty et al. (1993) argued that participants
in the illusory correlation paradigm try to make sense of the stimulus situation by
perceiving the stimuli in terms of meaningful (i.e. clear and separable) categories.
Given the content of the stimuli presented, meaningful categories to diV erentiate
between the stimulus groups are provided by positive and negative behaviours.
McGarty et al. proposed that this sense-making process occurs because the task
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situation creates expectations of intergroup diV erences on the behavioural
dimension. This can be related to research on the eV ects of the conversational
context (Bless, Strack, & Schwartz, 1993; Gigerenzer, 1991; Grice, 1975; Hilton,
1995; Schwarz & Bless, 1992; Stapel, Reicher, & Spears, 1995), which can also be
applied to settings in which the experimenter communicates information to
participants. Participants expect that the information presented in a task is
informative, meaningful, true and relevant. Bless et al. showed in diV erent research
domains that it is possible that participants’ inferred meaning diV ers from
researcher’s intended meaning. They argued that participants try to determine the
meaning of the task not because they want to behave as a ‘good participant’ (Orne,
1962), but rather because they follow the conversational rules of being informative,
relevant, truthful and unambiguous (Grice, 1975). Abele and Petzold (1998)
showed that participants try to use all information presented by making sense of
both explicit information and subtle cues (‘meta-information’) in the task.
Applying the previously mentioned conversational rules to the illusory
correlation task, participants are likely to ask themselves: ‘Why would the
experimenter ask me whether the groups are diV erent unless they were?’ In other
words, they might expect some meaningful diV erence between the groups because
they have been given diV erent names (McGarty & Turner, 1992). Accordingly, the
illusory correlation eV ect may partly be based on participants’ assumption that there
must be a meaningful diV erence between the groups. Indirect support for this view
is provided by Haslam, McGarty, and Brown (1996) and Berndsen, Spears, Van der
Pligt, and McGarty (1999).
Haslam et al. (1996) and Berndsen et al. (1999) provided evidence that when
distinctiveness is present but there is no reason to search for diV erences between
the groups, the illusory correlation eV ect disappears. The other side of this coin is
to ask whether the illusory correlation eV ect does occur when there are reasons to
diV erentiate between the stimulus groups but when there is no distinctiveness. The
aim of the present study is to investigate this idea and to extend the  ndings of
McGarty et al. (1993).
One possible way to investigate the diV erentiated meaning perspective in the
absence of distinctiveness is by constraining the stimulus information. In the
standard illusory correlation task, participants are presented with stimuli that vary
on a behavioural dimension (positive and negative behaviours) and a group
dimension (two groups, called Group A and Group B). In the present study we
constrained the type of stimulus information by presenting either one type of
behaviour emanating from two groups, or two types of behaviour displayed by
members of one group only. Thus, in Study 1, we tested the eV ects of constrained
stimulus information on the perception of illusory correlation. If participants were
indeed able to  nd a basis for diV erentiating between the stimulus groups, we also
had to investigate how they did this. McConnell et al. (1994) suggested that the
perception of illusory correlation can involve an interpretive process, where the
meaning of old information is changed in the light of new information and
experiences. This suggestion can be investigated by using process measures that
could provide insight into whether the information about the meaning of the
stimuli is changed by its context. Recent research on this topic (Berndsen, Van der
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Pligt, Spears, & McGarty, 1996; Berndsen, Spears, McGarty, & Van der Pligt, 1998)
showed that participants reinterpret the stimuli in the light of their categorical
perception of them. Berndsen and colleagues used a rating task in which
participants were presented with behavioural statements ascribed to Group A and
B, and were asked to rate these statements on a desirability scale. There was no
correlation between type of behaviour and group membership, and Group B’s
negative behaviours were distinctive in terms of their statistical infrequency (as in
the traditional paradigm). As predicted, illusory correlation eV ects occurred when
participants judged the statements in terms of their valence rather than just
perceiving them. Moreover, the response pattern on the rating task revealed that
participants started to diV erentiate between the groups in the second half of that
task as indicated by more polarized ratings. In the present study we also used this
rating task in order to examine the process underlying the formation of illusory
correlation.
Fiedler, Hemmeter, and Hofmann (1984) demonstrated that stimuli are subjected
to diV erential interpretations. In their study this was because of existing opinions
about the stimulus groups. Their participants were asked to rate each attitude
statement (‘liberal vs. authoritarian’, produced by students or clerks) on an
authoritarian–liberal dimension during stimulus presentation. Results showed that
statements were interpreted in line with prior opinions, or expectations, indicating
that the ‘illusion’ is already eV ective during the perception (and evaluation) of the
stimuli. Unlike this expectation-based research, there is, as far as we know, no
previous study of data-based illusory correlation that attempted to measure
impression-formation processes without the possible confound of distinctiveness.
That is, Berndsen et al., (1996, 1998) used process measures but in the presence of
distinctive stimulus information. The purpose of Study 1 was to test whether and
how participants diV erentiate between the groups in the absence of distinctive
information. As was found by Berndsen et al. (1996, 1998), we expected that
evaluative reinterpretations of the statements would be related to the illusory
correlation eV ect.

STUDY 1
According to McGarty and colleagues (1993; McGarty & de la Haye, 1997), features
of the standard task, such as the presence of two groups and a comparative
dimension of evaluation, are the basic elements in producing illusory correlations,
and not stimulus distinctiveness. In order to investigate this diV erentiated meaning
account in the present study, we avoided paired-distinctive stimulus information
about the groups. This was achieved by constraining the stimulus situation by either
presenting information about only one stimulus group or by presenting only
positive information. If the illusory correlation eV ect depends upon  nding a basis
to diV erentiate between groups rather than distinctiveness, it follows that the eV ect
should also have occurred in the present experiment.
We created two sets of constrained tables. The traditional 2 3 2 contingency
table of the illusory correlation paradigm involves a behavioural dimension and a
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group dimension. We manipulated these dimensions in the constrained stimulus
conditions. Participants in one condition were presented with positive behaviours
performed by members of Group A (majority group) and Group B (minority
group). This condition is termed ‘behaviour-constrained condition’ because in
contrast to the traditional 2 3 2 contingency table, stimulus information on the
behaviour dimension is constrained. Participants in the second condition were
presented with positive (majority) and negative (minority) behaviours performed by
members of Group A only. This condition is termed ‘group-constrained condition’
because stimulus information on the group dimension is constrained. Our  rst
prediction was that participants in both conditions would display illusory correlation. This prediction is based on the  t between the two majority categories: there
is more evidence for desirable Group A behaviours than for desirable Group B
behaviours (behaviour-constrained condition). Likewise, in the group-constrained
condition there is more evidence for desirable than for undesirable Group A
behaviours.
The present study also investigated whether participants in the constrained
stimulus conditions would reinterpret their evaluations of the various behaviours.
Therefore, we asked participants afterwards to rate each of the perceived
statements on an evaluative dimension. These evaluations were compared with
those of a control condition in which there was no illusory correlation task (and
participants were simply asked to rate each statement without references to any
groups). Our second prediction was that participants in the constrained stimulus
conditions would reinterpret the perceived behaviours in order to maximize the
evaluative diV erences between groups. That is, participants in the behaviourconstrained condition would downgrade the valence of the positive behaviour
performed by Group B compared to the control condition (prediction 2a). A
similar prediction (prediction 2b) concerned participants in the group-constrained
condition who were expected to upgrade the negative behaviours performed by
Group A by making them less positive (again compared to the control condition).
Finally, our third prediction was that illusory correlation would be related to
accentuated ratings of the statements. We predicted that participants in the
behaviour-constrained condition who displayed high illusory correlations should
also have shown high diV erences in the evaluative ratings of the positive statements
performed by Groups A and B. With respect to the group-constrained condition,
we predicted that participants who displayed high illusory correlations should also
have shown small diV erences in the evaluative ratings of the positive and negative
statements performed by Group A, because participants would evaluate the
negative Group A behaviours as less negative.

Method
Participants and d esign
Participants were 64  rst-year psychology students at the Australian National University who
participated in the study as part of practical classes. Participants were assigned randomly to one of the
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three conditions: the behaviour-constrained condition, the group-constrained condition, and the
control condition.

Stimulus materials and proced ure
In a pilot study, 93 behaviour descriptions were rated by 25 participants on 9-point scales ranging
from 1 = very undesirable to 9 = very desirable. A selection of these descriptions was used in the
experiments: 36 items were moderately positive and 12 items were moderately negative.
Using similar instructions to those of Hamilton and GiV ord (1976), participants were informed that
they would be shown behavioural descriptions about members of two groups, labelled A and B, and
that in the real world Group B is smaller than Group A. Consequently, they were told that statements
describing members of Group B would occur less frequently. Participants were also told that they
would be presented with a selection of all the statements, because it would take too much time to read
them all. Next, participants in the behaviour constrained-condition were presented with 24 positive
statements about members of Group A and 12 positive statements about members of Group B.
Participants in the group-constrained condition were presented with 24 positive and 12 negative
behaviours performed by members of Group A. After viewing the statements, participants were asked
to complete four dependent measures.

Dependent measures
For the trait rating task, all participants were asked to evaluate Groups A and B on 9-point rating
scales: 1 = unpleasant to 9 = pleasant; 1 = friendly to 9 = unfriendly, 1 = unsympathetic to 9 = sympathetic and 1 = reliable to 9 = unreliable. For the frequency estimation task, participants in the
behaviour-constrained condition were informed that 36 positive behaviours were performed by
members of Groups A and B and that there were also 18 negative behaviours performed by both
groups which were not presented. Participants in the group-constrained condition were informed that
36 behaviours were performed by members of Group A and that there were 18 Group B members,
whose behavioural descriptions were not shown. The participants were asked to estimate how many
of the statements about members of both groups described desirable and undesirable behaviours.
The next task that participants had to complete diV ered from the traditional assignment task in
which participants again received all the statements they had been presented with before, but without
information about group membership. In standard experiments they are asked to indicate the group
membership of the person who performed each of the behaviours. In the present experiments such
a task could not be used because participants in the group-constrained condition, for example, would
know already that all the perceived behaviours emanated from Group A. We therefore developed a
diV erent ‘projective’ assignment task in which all participants were exposed to 18 new statements of
which 12 described positive behaviours and six described negative behaviours (see also Berndsen et al.,
1996). The participants were instructed to guess from which group each statement emanated.
The  nal task was the rating task in which participants were asked to rate each of the presented
statements on a 9-point scale ranging from 1 = very undesirable to 9 = very desirable. Participants in
the control condition were asked to rate all 48 statements perceived by participants in the constrained
stimulus conditions (12 negative and 36 positive behaviours) on the same scale. These statements
diV ered from those in the experimental conditions in that the group label was omitted. Thus, each
statement described a particular behaviour without referring to group membership.

Results
Trait ratings
With respect to the perception of illusory correlation, we predicted that members
of Group A would be evaluated more positively than members of Group B in the
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Table 1. Illusory correlation as a function of constrained stimulus information
(Study 1)
Behaviour-constrained condition
Trait rating
Mean Group A
Mean Group B
DiV erence
Estimation
Positive A
Negative B
Zphi
New assignment
Positive A
Negative B
Zphi

Group-constrained condition

29.75
27.17
2.58*

25.68
20.96
4.73**

22.42 (24)
8.33 (6)
.09*

24.70 (24)
7.65 (6)
.12**

7.17 ($
3.21 (#
.14*

8)
2)

7.70 ($
3.26 (#
.19*

8)
2)

*p<.01; **p<.001.
Note: Level at which mean is diV erent from zero (based on one-tailed t tests).

stimulus constrained conditions. After recoding the rating scales for friendly–
unfriendly and reliable–unreliable, the four rating scales yielded a Cronbach’s alpha
of .85 (Group A) and .86 (Group B). For each group, one evaluative index-score
was computed based on the four scales of the trait rating task. The possible range
was 4 to 36; a higher rating indicates a more positive evaluation.
The mean ratings in Table 1 show that Group A was evaluated more positively
than Group B. This diV erence was signi cant in both conditions.
Frequency estimates and assignments of behaviours to group
The results on the frequency estimate task and assignment task for the constrained
conditions are also presented in Table 1. For both tasks the expected values
concerning the illusory correlation eV ect are given in parentheses (the derivation of
these expected values is presented in the Appendix). The phi and Fisher’s Z
distributions were generally normal (Haslam & McGarty, 1994) and Z scores were
used.
In order to test our  rst prediction, we compared the mean transformed phi
scores to zero. Results revealed signi cant diV erences on both tasks for both
conditions. These  ndings correspond with those of the trait ratings.1
Evaluative ratings of the stimuli
Our second prediction was that participants in the constrained conditions would
reinterpret the evaluations of the statements in order to create evaluative
1

These  ndings replicate those of a previous experiment with the same constrained conditions and a standard
condition in which participants were presented with 16 positive and eight negative behaviours performed by
Group A, and eight positive and four negative behaviours performed by Group B. As predicted, illusory
correlations occurred on the three measures for all conditions (all p’s < .01).
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Table 2. Mean evaluative ratings of the presented statements for all conditions
(Study 1)
Evaluative rating task
Positive behaviours Group A
Positive behaviours Group B
Negative behaviours Group A

Behaviour-constrained

Control

Group-constrained

7.14
6.64
–

7.32
7.43
2.26

7.41
–
2.71

Note: Scale is from 1 to 9, higher means indicate more positive evaluations.

diV erences between the groups. Table 2 reports the mean evaluative ratings of the
perceived statements for the constrained conditions and the ratings of these
statements in the control condition.
Prediction 2a was that participants in the behaviour-constrained condition would
downgrade the positive behaviours performed by Group B as compared to the
control condition (based on the assumption that participants have associated
Group A with positive behaviour and Group B with negative behaviour on the
illusory correlation tasks). We excluded three participants with a so-called ‘reversed
illusory correlation’.2 From Table 2 it can be seen that Group B was evaluated less
positively in the behaviour-constrained condition than in the control condition.
The interaction between these conditions and group (within-participants factor)
was signi cant (F(1,36) = 22.98, p < .001). Prediction 2b was that participants in the
group-constrained condition would upgrade the negative Group A behaviours
compared to the control condition. This prediction was given some (marginally
signi cant) support (F(1,35) = 3.31, p < .08).3
We also investigated whether the evaluative reinterpretations of the statements
would be larger in the behaviour-constrained condition than in the groupconstrained condition. We anticipated this eV ect because the relevant intergroup
comparative context (behaviours performed by both Group A and Group B) is
provided in the behaviour-constrained but not in the group-constrained condition.
To be more speci c, evaluating the negative Group A behaviours as relatively
positive, or less negative (group-constrained condition), will increase the overall
intragroup similarity in Group A, but does not provide an explicit basis for
diV erentiating between Groups A and B. In contrast, evaluating the positive Group
B behaviours as relatively negative (behaviour-constrained condition) produces an
explicit intergroup contrast with Group A. The ‘evidence’ of unfavourable Group
B behaviours in this condition should allow participants to derive clear diV erences
between the categories in terms of Group A being better than Group B. Thus, we
expected that statements would be more strongly reinterpreted in the behaviourconstrained condition than in the group-constrained condition. In order to test this
hypothesis, we computed a diV erence score index for the evaluative ratings between
2

Including the three participants with a reversed illusory correlation did not aV ect the results.
Including the three participants with a reversed illusory correlation resulted also in a marginally signi cant
interaction.
3
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each constrained condition and the control condition. With respect to the
behaviour-constrained condition we computed the overall diV erence in the Group
B positive behaviours by subtracting from each participant’s score the mean rating
of the control group. Likewise, for the group-constrained condition we computed
the overall diV erence in the Group A negative behaviours by subtracting from each
participant’s score the mean rating of the control group. Our prediction that this
diV erence score-index would be greater in the behaviour-constrained (M = .79)
than in the group-constrained (M = .45) condition was supported (t(39) = 1.74,
p < .05, one-tailed).4
Our third prediction was that illusory correlation would be related to accentuation eV ects in the ratings of the statements. For the behaviour-constrained
condition we predicted that participants who showed strong illusory correlations
would also show strong diV erences between the ratings of Group A positive
behaviours and Group B positive behaviours. After computing a diV erence score
between the ratings of positive A and B behaviours, we correlated this diV erence
score with the scores on the three illusory correlation measures. For the trait rating
task we also computed the diV erence between the evaluation score for Group A
and Group B. Our prediction was supported by a signi cant correlation between
the evaluative ratings and the scores on the three tasks (trait ratings: r = .44, p < .05;
frequency estimates: r = .52, p < .01; assignments: r = .61, p < .01).
Our third prediction suggests that participants in the group-constrained condition who displayed strong illusory correlations should also display small diV erences between the ratings of positive and negative Group A behaviours. In this case
it was necessary to take participants with a ‘negative illusory correlation’ into
account; these participants associated Group A with negative behaviour and Group
B with positive behaviour. We reasoned that participants with both positive and
negative illusory correlations would minimize the evaluative diV erence between the
positive and negative behaviours performed by Group A in contrast to participants
who did not display illusory correlation. Illusory correlation scores range from
negative via zero to positive, indicating that the no-illusory correlation group is
positioned in between the negative and positive illusory correlation groups. Because
we expected that the middle group would see more evaluative diV erences within
Group A than both other groups, it follows that the relationship between the
evaluative ratings and the illusory correlation scores should be curvilinear rather
than linear. Both kinds of relationships were tested in a regression analysis and the
results are reported in Table 3.
From Table 3 it can be seen that there was a negative relationship between the
evaluative ratings and the three measures of illusory correlation. This supported the
prediction that the strong illusory correlations should be related to weak diV erences
between the positive and negative Group A behaviours. Moreover, the addition of
the curvilinear predictor to the linear predictor resulted in a signi cant increase in
the explained variance of the evaluative ratings on both the frequency estimates and
assignments tasks. The fact that there was no curvilinear, but rather a linear,
relationship between the trait ratings and the evaluative ratings is not surprising
4

Including the participants with a reversed illusory correlation resulted also in a signi cance diV erence.
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Table 3. Hierarchical regression analysis of the evaluative ratings on measures of
illusory correlation in the group-constrained condition (Study 1)
Evaluative ratings
Linear
Predictor
Trait ratings
Frequency estimates
Assignments

b

2 .50
2 .34
2 .08

Curvilinear
R

2

.25**
.12
.01

b

2 .21
2 .50
2 .66

R2 change
.04
.22**
.17*

*p=.05; **p<.05.

because there was only one participant who evaluated Group A slightly negatively
on the trait ratings. In sum, our prediction that illusory correlation is related
to accentuation eV ects in the ratings of the perceived statements has been
supported.
Discussion
This study demonstrates that incomplete information about groups and their
behaviours can produce biased covariation judgments. Perceiving more positive
than negative behaviours in a single group (group-constrained condition) seems
suYcient to decide that the other group is relatively bad, although participants were
not provided with information about the behaviour of that group. This is in
accordance with  ndings of Acorn, Hamilton, and Sherman (1988), who demonstrated that judgments can generalize to behaviour that is not perceived. Likewise,
the perception of more positive behaviours in Group A than Group B (behaviourconstrained condition), without knowing anything about the distribution of the
negative behaviours, resulted in the view that Group A is relatively good and
Group B is relatively bad. Thus results support the categorization approach of
McGarty et al. (1993) and show that participants found a basis to diV erentiate
between the groups.
The fact that illusory correlations can occur without introducing distinctiveness
is problematic for the distinctiveness account (Hamilton & GiV ord, 1976) or the
extended distinctiveness account (McConnell et al., 1994) of illusory correlation.
These accounts predict no illusory correlation eV ects in the stimulus constrained
conditions because of the absence of a paired-distinctive category. Although our
results do not invalidate the distinctiveness account of Hamilton, and the models of
Smith (1991) and Fiedler, Russer, and Gramm (1993) that focus on the role of
memory, at best, these approaches would have to introduce additional parameters
to account for these results.
Our results support the view that representations of the perceived stimuli are not
static and that the reinterpretations of the stimuli correspond with the illusory
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correlation eV ects. This is in accordance with the  ndings of Berndsen et al. (1996,
1998). Reinterpreting the stimuli in the light of categorical perception supports
McGarty et al.’s (1993) notion of categorical perception. The present study
extends this idea by showing how participants try to diV erentiate between
groups. That is, participants in the behaviour-constrained condition interpret the
positive behaviours performed by Group B as relatively negative in order
meaningfully to diV erentiate between the groups. In the group-constrained condition, participants interpret the negative Group A behaviours as relatively positive
as compared to the control condition, which allows them to view Group A
members as positive.
Overall, participants in the behaviour-constrained condition reinterpret the
evaluations of the behaviours more than participants in the group-constrained
condition. This could well be caused by the fact that downgrading the positive
behaviours performed by Group B allows these participants to diV erentiate explicitly
between the two groups. In contrast, participants in the group-constrained
condition could only produce implicit diV erential meaning between the groups by
upgrading the negative Group A behaviours, resulting in more similarity in this
group in the absence of information about the behaviours in Group B.
Alternatively, one might argue that learning mechanisms are responsible for the
present  ndings. That is, seeing more positive behaviours performed by Group A
than by Group B (behaviour-constrained condition) results in a more positive
evaluation of Group A. Likewise, learning that Group A is mostly positive and
knowing nothing about Group B (group-constrained condition) creates an advantage for Group A. However, this learning explanation has some shortcomings.
First, if one learns that Group A is generally positive (in both constrained
conditions), why should one judge Group B as relatively negative? If one has not
been able to learn about this group, it would also be possible, for example, to
evaluate Group B as positive such that the groups do not diV er. Therefore, the
consistent  nding that one views Group B as relatively bad cannot be explained by
learning mechanisms, and supports the intergroup diV erentiation approach of
McGarty et al. (1993). Most importantly, the present results show that reinterpretive
processes (rather than purely learning mechanisms) can give rise to intergroup
diV erentiation.
One issue which this experiment cannot resolve is the d irection of the causal relation
between illusory correlation and the accentuation eV ects in the evaluative judgments of the perceived behaviours. Given the order of the tasks in the present
study, it might be that the perception of illusory correlation subsequently a V ected
the meaning of the statements. Although Berndsen et al. (1996, 1998) showed that
reinterpretations also occurred in the rating task before completing the illusory
correlation tasks, they did not show whether the process of reinterpretation causes
the illusory correlation eV ects or vice versa. With respect to the latter option, one
could distinguish two stages. The  rst consists of inferring a  t between group
membership and desirability of the behaviours in the illusory correlation task. The
second stage is that once participants have formed a (biased) impression of the
groups, this impression will subsequently be con rmed in the ratings of the
perceived statements. We expect that the processes in these two stages are not
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totally separated and in uence each other. In Study 2 we investigated whether both
processes (i.e. forming impressions and reinterpreting) in uence each other by
asking participants to think aloud during the experimental session. The bene t of
the thinking-aloud method is that it allowed us to examine processes underlying the
perception of illusory correlation.

STUDY 2
The present study investigates whether the behaviours in the standard task are
subjected to diV erential interpretations. We used the traditional task as introduced
by Hamilton & GiV ord (1976), the only diV erence being that we asked participants
to think aloud during the whole experimental session. The purpose of the
thinking-aloud method was twofold: (1) to examine whether participants attempt to
 nd out how the stimulus groups diV er; and (2) to investigate the joint in uence
of impression formation and reinterpretations on the perception of illusory
correlation.
With respect to the process of diV erentiation between the stimulus groups, we
speci ed two stages of the process of active searching for diV erentiation between
groups. The  rst stage refers to a general search involving both the meaning of the
task and/or the existence of a relation between the groups and behaviours. We
expected that this search would result in an expectation or hypothesis involving the
relation between group membership and behaviour. The second stage involves
testing this hypothesis which might be followed by  nding the relation, or ‘ t’, between
group membership and desirability of behaviour.
From the process of intergroup diV erentiation we derived two predictions
involving the perception of illusory correlation. The  rst prediction is that after the
general search, participants would develop the hypothesis that Group A is ‘better’
than Group B. This hypothesis is based on the comparative  t, caused by the real
diV erences between the groups in the skewed stimulus distribution. Participants
were then expected to test this hypothesis (prediction 2). If they were looking for
con rming evidence, their hypothesis would be supported, resulting in a de nite
judgment of a  t, and as a consequence illusory correlation should occur
(prediction 2a). On the other hand, we predicted that focusing on discon rming
rather than con rming evidence should have led to the rejection of the hypothesis.
This is expressed in terms of a ‘non- t’ (i.e. both groups are equally positive) or a
‘negative  t’ (i.e. Group B is better than Group A), and as a consequence illusory
correlation should disappear (prediction 2b). In other words, the perception of
illusory correlation should depend on the kind of testing strategy employed such
that a con rming strategy would result in illusory correlation eV ects as opposed to
a discon rming strategy.
Finally, we expected that impression formation and reinterpretation would
in uence and reinforce each other. As a consequence, we predicted that the search
for intergroup diV erentiation and the resulting illusory correlation (as measured by
the standard tasks) would be correlated positively with accentuation eV ects in the
evaluations of the perceived stimuli (prediction 3).
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Method
Participants and d esign
The participants were 22 students of the University of Amsterdam who were paid for their
participation. In this study5 there was one group of participants.

Stimulus materials and proced ure
In contrast to Study 1, participants were presented with the whole stimulus series as in the standard
illusory correlation task. They were shown 24 statements about Group A members, of which 16 were
positive and 8 were negative, and 12 statements about Group B members, of which 8 were positive
and 4 were negative. There was no relation between behaviour and group membership, because the
ratio of positive to negative statements was identical for both groups (2:1). The procedure diV ered
from Study 1 in certain respects. In this study the participant sat in front of a personal computer and
the statements were presented at a rate of 12 s per item. We increased the presentation time simply
because verbalization takes time (Ericsson & Simon, 1984). The experiment was conducted by two
experimenters, and in each session there was one experimenter and one participant. The experimenter
was seated next to the participant and asked him or her to read aloud all information presented on the
computer screen and to think aloud during the whole session. This was recorded on audiotape. In
order to practise thinking aloud, participants started by solving a few puzzles and were stimulated by
the experimenter to say everything that came to mind. When the illusory correlation experiment
started, the experimenter only intervened with short standardized prompts (e.g. ‘Please, try to say
what you think’) when a participant did not think aloud during three successive statements.
Another diV erence from Study 1 was in the nature of the dependent measures. Because we wanted
to investigate whether the process of active searching for diV erentiation also occurs in the standard
paradigm, we used the traditional assignment task in which participants again received all the
statements they had been presented with before, but without information about group membership.
In line with traditional research, we also changed the order of the dependent measures as compared
to Study 1. Participants completed the assignment task  rst, followed by the estimation task and trait
ratings. Thereafter, a short unstructured interview followed in which the experimenter could ask the
participant for help in clarifying utterances that were not comprehensible for the experimenter.
Moreover, the participant was invited to give his or her experiences and impressions of the
experiment.
Protocols. The protocols were scored for the search for diV erentiation as well as other strategies (e.g.
distinctiveness of Group B) on each of the four tasks, that is, from the perception of the stimuli to
the  nal task (evaluative ratings). There was also a category for utterances that did not fall into a
particular strategy, the so-called ‘remaining category’. Thus any utterance was coded, making the
system as complete as possible. This was done by the two experimenters, who also conducted the
experiment, by coding independently the recorded verbal utterances of each participant. One of these
coders was blind to the hypotheses tested in this study. The search for diV erentiation was divided in
two succeeding stages. The coders noted any deviation from this order. The  rst stage refers to a
general search involving either the meaning of the task (e.g. ‘What am I supposed to do? I think I
must . . .’), or the general relation between groups and behaviours (e.g. ‘I’m looking for some
connection . . .’). This general search was scored dichotomously (either the corresponding behaviour
occurred or not) on each task. Next, the judges noted the developed impression or hypothesis about
group membership and behaviour according to the following seven categories: Group A is more
positive; Group B is more negative; Group A is positive and Group B is negative; Group A is more
negative; Group B is more positive; Group A is negative and Group B is positive; no hypothesis or
other hypothesis. The categories were scored dichotomously (either the corresponding hypothesis
occurred or not) on each task.
5

One might object to this study and the  ndings because of the small sample size. Because of this small size, we
have formulated our conclusions tentatively.
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The second stage concerns hypothesis testing. This assessed whether participants tested their
hypothesis by means of con rmations and discon rmations. For example, the response ‘That is
typical Group A behaviour because Group A is . . .’ (when perceiving a statement) is judged as a
con rmation, and ‘I did not expect that from Group B because Group B is . . .’ is judged as a
discon rmation of a hypothesis. Both judges assessed whether con rming utterances occurred more
often than discon rming utterances, and they noted the most frequent type of response (i.e. either
con rmation or discon rmation) on each task. We have argued that hypothesis testing might result in
attempts to  nd a  t between group membership and desirability of behaviour. Fit was judged
according to the following three categories: Group A is more positive; Group B is more negative;
Group A is positive and Group B is negative (the  rst two categories can be considered as an implicit
 t, and the third category as an explicit  t). Responses indicating an equal proportion of positive and
negative behaviours in both groups were classi ed as a‘non- t’. Judgments of ‘negative  t’ were
distinguished as follows: Group A is more negative; Group B is more positive; Group A is negative
and Group B is positive. Judgments of (non/negative)  t were scored dichotomously on each task.
Reinterpretations. Reinterpretations were measured during the whole experimental session, and
computed by the following score index: all utterances involving a negative evaluation of Group A
were summed and this was subtracted from all utterances involving a positive evaluation of Group A.
Thus a higher score index refers to a more positive interpretation of Group A. The range of the scores
varied from 2 6 (negative Group A interpretation) to + 7 (positive Group A interpretation), with 0
indicating ‘net neutral reinterpretations’. A negative evaluation of Group A resulted from summing
the four following interpretations: both positive and negative behaviours of Group A that were
interpreted relatively more negatively, plus both positive and negative behaviours of Group B that
were interpreted relatively more positively. A positive evaluation of Group A resulted from summing
the four following interpretations: both positive and negative behaviours of Group A that were
interpreted relatively more positively, plus both positive and negative behaviours of Group B that
were interpreted relatively more negatively. For example, the supposedly negative behaviour of a
Group A member that ‘comments loudly on the movie in the cinema’ was coded as less negative when
a participant responded on this statement with ‘that is human, and can be very funny’. Similarly, the
supposedly positive behaviour of a Group B member ‘who organizes a party for the 25th wedding
anniversary of her/his parents’ was coded as less positive by the utterance (of the same participant),
‘that’s overdone by that Group B member, the parents could do that for themselves’. Thus, for this
participant the reinterpretation score was two, referring to a positive evaluation of Group A.
For each participant a reinterpretation score was computed on each of the four tasks, that is, from
the perception of the stimuli to the  nal task (trait ratings). This was done by the two experimenters
who also conducted the experiment, by independently coding the recorded verbal utterances of each
participant.

Results
Three participants were excluded from the analyses because they found it
embarrassing to think aloud, which resulted in very incomplete protocols.
Agreement between judges
The degree of agreement between the scores of the judges was computed on each
task. This was done for all strategies (e.g. search for diV erentiation) and for the
remaining category. The judges agreed that remaining category was only used in the
very beginning of the perception stage and that about 20% of all utterances fell into
this category. An example of such an utterance is: ‘So, I have to read all the
statements, that’s my task’. Both judges did not report any search for diV erentiation
on the estimation task and evaluative ratings task. This  nding supports our
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expectation that the search for diV erentiation occurs in the beginning of the
experimental session. Thus we present below only the results for the perception
phase and the assignment task. The degree of agreement between the judges varied
from 75% to 95% (M = 86%) for all variables in the perception phase. For the
variables on the assignment task the agreement varied from 67% to 92%
(M = 77%). Thus, the degree of agreement between the judges was reasonably high.
The degree of agreement between the reinterpretation scores of the judges was
84% for the perception stage, and 95% for the assignment task. The judges did not
report reinterpretations on the estimation task and trait ratings. Moreover, they
agreed that the overall positive evaluation of Group A consisted of negative Group
A behaviours that were seen as less negative, and of positive Group B behaviours
that were seen as less positive. The judges found no evidence for positive Group
A behaviours that were interpreted more positively, or for negative Group B
behaviours that were interpreted more negatively. For those participants who had
an overall negative evaluation of Group A, the judges agreed that this evaluation
consisted always of positive Group A behaviours that were seen as less positive, and
of negative Group B behaviours that were seen as less negative. Thus, there was no
evidence for negative Group A behaviours that were interpreted more negatively,
or for positive Group B behaviours that were interpreted more positively.
Search for diVerentiation: stage 1. Four participants tried to  nd out the meaning of the
task in the perception phase, for example by saying ‘I think I’ve got to remember
which behaviour belongs to which group, but there are too many . . .’. None of the
participants reported this search on the assignment task. Six participants reported
searching for a general relation between the stimulus groups and the behaviours
during the perception of the statements, and another  ve participants indicated a
similar search at the beginning of the assignment task. The following reaction in the
perception phase illustrates this search: ‘I’m sure that there is a sort of system in
this . . . but I still haven’t found it’. Taken together, 15 participants (79%) were
engaged in searching for the meaning of the task or the relation between groups
and behaviours.
Developing a hypothesis
The impression that ‘Group A is better than Group B’ was reported by four
participants during the perception of the statements, and by two other participants
on the assignment task. A number of participants mentioned one or two
impressions that imply a comparison between the groups. In the perception phase,
 ve participants referred to the implicit comparison ‘Group A is relatively positive’
and another two participants did so on the assignment task. The other implicit
comparison ‘Group B is relatively negative’ was mentioned by one participant in
the perception stage, and by two participants on the assignment task. However,
with respect to the latter comparison, two participants had  rst reported that
‘Group A is relatively positive’. For the other participant this order was reversed.
In sum, 13 participants (68%) generated (either implicitly or explicitly) the
hypothesis that ‘Group A is better than Group B’. Only one participant mentioned
the reversed hypothesis (i.e. Group B is ‘better’ than Group A).
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Active search for d iVerentiation: stage 2. In the perception phase, four participants
looked for con rming evidence and three participants reported discon rming
evidence for their hypothesis. On the assignment task no one referred to
con rmations, but another seven participants mentioned discon rmations of their
hypothesis. An illustration of the latter is given by a participant who had indicated
during the perception phase that ‘Group A behaves predominantly well as
compared to Group B’. After reading a statement describing undesirable behaviour
on the assignment task, the participant asserted: ‘Well, I think that Group A
members are not always nice, therefore his unkind behaviour must be theirs’. Taken
together, 14 participants (74%) tested their hypothesis.
Fit between group membership and behaviour
We distinguished above between an implicit and explicit  t. There were no
participants who formulated an implicit  t after testing their hypothesis in the
perception phase and on the assignment task. During the perception of statements
seven participants reported an explicit  t involving a more positive evaluation of
Group A as compared to Group B. Another three participants expressed this  t on
the assignment task. Taken together, 10 participants (53%) reported a  t.
Four participants indicated a non- t between group membership and behaviour
by expressing the view that both groups were equally positive. Three participants
mentioned a negative  t such that Group B is better than Group A, and two
participants gave no response.
Interview. Some relevant and additional information was obtained in the interviews
at the end of the experimental session. This was particularly the case for three
participants who found a  t without mentioning a preceding search for a relation
between the groups and behaviours, or without generating a hypothesis. Two of
them reported the  t in the beginning of the perception phase. Explaining this in
the interview, one of them said, ‘I understood very quickly that one group had to
be better and I was convinced after about seven statements that it was Group A’.
The other participant stated that: ‘After seeing some behaviours, I thought it was
about friendly, social behaviours and unfriendly behaviours. Because I saw more
friendly behaviours and I also knew that Group A is larger than B, it was quite
obvious that Group A must be the good group and Group B the bad one’. Both
reactions seem to indicate a preceding search (‘I understood very quickly that . . .’
and ‘I thought it was about . . .’), although it was not articulated during the session.
Moreover, it also seems very likely that both participants found (tacitly) con rmations in the remaining statements. The third participant reported a  t at the
beginning of the assignment task, also without referring to a search or hypothesis
testing. In the interview this participant explained: ‘after perceiving about half of
the statements, I discovered that Group A was better than B, but I did not want to
say this aloud because it felt like stereotyping. Therefore, I waited till all statements
were presented, but it did not change my opinion’. The phrase ‘. . . I discovered’
seems to refer to a search, and ‘but it did not change my opinion’ implies that the
statements con rmed the participant’s hypothesis.
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Table 4. Illusory correlation eV ects (Study 2)
Assignment task
Positive A
Negative B
Zphi

Estimation task
15.95 (16)
7.00 (4)
.31**

Positive A
Negative B
Zphi

16.16 (16)
5.89 (4)
.18*

Trait rating
Group A
Group B
DiV erence

25.74
18.74
7.00*

*p<.05; **p<.01.
Note: Level at which mean is diV erent from zero (based on one-tailed t tests).

In conclusion, although these participants did not articulate a search for a
relation between the groups and behaviours or test their hypothesis, it seems
reasonable to conclude that they did search before reporting a  t, and then looked
for con rming evidence.
Illusory correlation. For the trait rating task we  rst recoded the rating scales for
friendly–unfriendly and reliable–unreliable. The four trait ratings yielded a
Cronbach’s alpha of .85 for Group A and .87 for Group B. We computed for each
group an evaluative-index score (range from 4 to 36; a higher rating indicates a
more positive evaluation). Furthermore, the phi coeYcient was converted to a
Fisher’s Z score after the distributions of phi and Z were found to be generally
normal. Table 4 reports the results on all measures of illusory correlation.
In line with our prediction and as in Study 1, Group A was judged more
positively than Group B on all three measures of illusory correlation.
The process of searching for d iVerentiation, reinterpretation and illusory correlation. Our  rst
prediction was that a general search for the task meaning or for a relation between
group membership and the valence of behaviours would lead to the hypothesis that
Group A is ‘better’ than Group B (because of the comparative  t). Furthermore, we
expected (prediction 2) that subsequent tests of this hypothesis would a V ect the
discovery of a (non- or negative)  t and consequently result in a corresponding
illusory correlation. In this process of diV erentiation, we expected that evaluative
reinterpretations would be related to the perceived illusory correlations (prediction
3). In order to examine these predictions, it is necessary to describe the entire
process for the individual participants.
Including the three participants mentioned under ‘Interview’ above, 16 participants (85%) generated (either implicitly or explicitly) the hypothesis that Group A
is better than Group B. The  ndings for these participants involving the search for
diV erentiation and the perceived illusory correlation are presented in Table 5.
First, it is important to note that these participants followed the theoretically
based order of a general search, hypothesis testing and  nding a  t between group
membership and behaviour. The results in the  rst two rows supported our  rst
prediction that after a general search, the hypothesis ‘Group A is better than B’
emerged, and that looking for con rming evidence for this hypothesis resulted in
a  t and subsequently in corresponding illusory correlations (prediction 2a). At a

yes
yesd
yes
yes
yes
yes

General search

con rm.
con rm.
disconf.
disconf.
disconf.
disconf.

Hypoth. testing
2.67
2.67
3.75
2 .25
2 6.00
.00

Reinterpretation

Estimat
.52 (.34)
.41 (.16)
.40 (.22)
.00 (.00)
2 .28
.08

(Non- or negative) Fit
A+B 2
A+B 2
A+B 2
A & B equal
A 2 B+
no response

b

.80 (.32)
.72 (.65)
.54 (.26)
2 .02 (.05)
.04
2 .04

Assignb

b

16.00 (11.79)
16.67 (11.37)
14.25 (9.07)
2 .25 (.50)
2 5.00
2 2.00

Eval. ratingsc

Illusory correlation

Mean refers to the evaluative reinterpretations during the presentation of stimuli.
Mean Zphi scores with standard deviation in parentheses.
c
Scale is from 2 32 to +32, a higher positive mean indicates a more positive Group A evaluation. Standard deviation is given in parentheses.
d
Although not articulated, we have argued (see paragraph ‘Interview’) that these participants did search for a relation and for con rmations.

a

3
3
4
4
1
1

Partic. n

a

Table 5. Process of diV erentiation, reinterpretation and illusory correlation for participants with the hypothesis ‘Group A is
better than B’ (Study 2)
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 rst glance, the  ndings in the third row seem not to support this prediction,
because being attentive to discon rming evidence should have resulted in a nonor negative  t. However, these participants ultimately reported a  t and also
corresponding illusory correlations. A plausible explanation for this contradiction is
found in the frequency of discon rmations. Each of the participants in the third
row mentioned discon rming evidence for their hypothesis only twice, whereas
other participants (in the last three rows) mentioned this more often (four–eight
times). Thus, it seems that the low frequency of discon rmations was not
suYciently convincing to reject the hypothesis which is subsequently expressed in
the  t, and consequently produced positive illusory correlation.
Support for prediction 2b is found in the last three rows. We predicted that
testing the hypothesis ‘Group A is better than B’ by focusing on discon rming
evidence should result in a non- or negative  t, and as a consequence illusory
correlations should disappear. A non- t was expressed as ‘both groups are equally
positive’ in the fourth row, and no illusory correlation occurred. The participant in
the  fth row reported a negative  t in terms of ‘Group B is better than Group A’,
and displayed corresponding negative illusory correlation on two tasks. Although
the participant in the  nal row did not articulate any  t, it seems that the perception
of discon rming evidence resulted in the rejection of the hypothesis by showing
hardly any illusory correlations.
There were three participants whose responses did not support our predictions.
One participant neither searched for a general meaning nor tested a hypothesis. On
the assignment task, this participant said: ‘I think I must decide which group is
good and which one is bad, but I really don’t know. I guess A is bad and B is good,
but my decision is completely arbitrary’. Another participant searched and
generated the hypothesis that Group B is better than A. After looking for
con rming evidence a corresponding  t was mentioned which should have resulted
in negative illusory correlation scores (see also the  fth row in Table 5). However,
the responses on the illusory correlation tasks revealed no illusory correlations. The
third participant did not articulate any sign of a search for diV erentiation and did
not display illusory correlation.
All in all, our predictions concerning the process of searching for intergroup
diV erentiation and the resulting illusory correlations are supported by 16 (84%)
participants.
Reinterpretations. Participants’ utterances involving the evaluative reinterpretations
of behaviours performed by the groups were compared to pretest ratings. In line
with Berndsen et al. (1996, 1998), we investigated whether the reinterpretations
favouring Group A began during the presentation of the stimuli. Comparing the
reinterpretation score to zero (indicating no changes) revealed that these
reinterpretations occurred in the perception stage (M = 1.42, t(18) = 2.23, p < .05),
but not in the assignment task (M = .16, t(18) = .82, n.s.). It is also interesting to
note that 16 of the 19 participants (84%) reinterpreted statements during the
perception stage (the number of reinterpretations varied from one to eight). Three
participants started to reinterpret after perceiving the fourth statement, seven
participants started between the ninth and  fteenth statement, and six participants
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after the nineteenth statement. In other words, evaluative reinterpretations are
more likely to occur during the perception of the stimuli.
As in the research of Berndsen et al. (1996, 1998), we divided the presented
statements into two halves. Both sets consist of eight A + , four A 2 , four B +
and two B 2 items (thus there was no correlation between group and behaviour),
and we compared the reinterpretation scores in both sets. The degree of
reinterpretations diV ered marginally signi cantly between the two sets of items
t(18) = 1.69, p < .06, one-tailed), indicating that positive Group A and negative
Group B interpretations tended to increase over the course of perceiving the
statements ( rst half: M = .37; second half: M = 1.05).
With respect to the entire process of diV erentiation and reinterpretation, the  rst
three rows of Table 5 demonstrate that the search for intergroup diV erentiation
corresponds to the nature of the evaluative reinterpretations during the presentation of the stimuli (col. 5) and the resulting illusory correlations. The number of
positive reinterpretations indicates a positive Group A interpretation which is in
line with the subsequent positive illusory correlation eV ects. The actions of
participants who focused on discon rmations of the hypothesis that Group A is
better than Group B and reported a non- t (row 4) or a negative  t (row 5) are also
in accordance with the respectively negligible number of reinterpretations and
negative reinterpretations, which are in line with the subsequent illusory correlations. These  ndings support our third prediction involving the relation between
the search for intergroup diV erentiation, evaluative accentuations of the stimuli and
the perception of illusory correlation.
We expected that forming an illusory correlation and reinterpreting the evaluations of the statements would be not independent, but reciprocal and reinforcing
processes. The following representative reactions can illustrate this: perceiving
desirable behaviour from a Group A member, a participant asserted: ‘that’s typical
for Group A; they are nice and always do the right things’. Reading the (supposedly
negative) statement ‘A member of Group A often doesn’t  nish things he/she just
started work on’, the same participant replied: ‘That must be a very dynamic
person, the people belonging to Group A are spontaneous and interested in so
many things’. Another illustration of the mutual reinforcement of forming
impressions and reinterpreting is the following example. A participant started to
form a negative impression of Group B. Perceiving the statement ‘A member of
Group B is polite to his/her guests’, the participant evaluated this as ‘that person
will be over-polite, and that’s annoying’. A few statements later a statement
appeared that described undesirable Group B behaviour, and the participant said:
‘What else could I expect from Group B? They are unkind and anti-social’.
Moreover, the  nding that the illusory correlation eV ects were related to
accentuation eV ects in the evaluations of the perceived stimuli supported our third
prediction.6 The correlations between the scores on the three illusory correlation
measures and the reinterpretation score during both the perception of stimuli and
6

There was one outlier because the reported reinterpretations involved a positive evaluation of Group A in
contrast to the illusory correlation e V ects that favoured Group B. This participant became confused in the
assignment task and said that the choice to favour Group B as opposed to Group A was arbitrary. We excluded
the participant from the analysis.
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the assignment task were signi cant (reinterpretations in the perception stage
assignments: r = .50. p < .05; frequency estimates: r = .73, p < .01; trait ratings:
r = .61, p < .01; during the assignment task assignments: r = .54, p < .05; frequency
estimates: r = .51, p < .05; trait ratings: r = .51, p < .05).

Discussion
The second study demonstrates that the evaluative reinterpretations and the search
for intergroup diV erentiation start during the presentation of the statements in the
standard paradigm. Moreover, it shows that the occurrence of illusory correlation
depends on the search for diV erentiation, and particularly on the strategy used to
test the diV erences between the two groups. Looking for con rming evidence leads
to the perception of illusory correlation, while focusing on discon rming evidence
produced no (or negative) illusory correlations. In line with Study 1, participants
also diV erentiated between the stimulus groups by interpreting both the positive
behaviours performed by Group B as relatively negative, and the negative Group A
behaviours as relatively positive. Moreover, this diV erentiation tendency is positively related to the size of the illusory correlation eV ect. The correlations between
the illusory correlation measures and the reinterpretations replicate both the
 ndings of the  rst study and those of Berndsen et al. (1996, 1998). Our second
study also provides an answer to the question of how these two kinds of
diV erentiation—the search for intergroup diV erentiation and the evaluative
reinterpretations—are related. Findings show that the reinterpretations serve to
reinforce the hypothesis that Group A is better than Group B, and that they are
complementary to a con rmatory hypothesis testing strategy.
Finally, the second study provides more insight into the relation between illusory
correlation and the interpretive process than the  rst study. Because the observed
reinterpretations in the  rst study were measured after the illusory correlation tasks,
they can be seen as another measure of illusory correlation, even though Berndsen
et al. (1996, 1998) showed that reinterpretations (measured by the rating task)
occurred before completing the illusory correlation tasks. The point to make here is
that the second study supports the idea that evaluative reinterpretations and the
perception of illusory correlation in uence and reinforce each other. First of all, we
observed relationships between the illusory correlation scores and reinterpretations
during the perception of the stimuli. Next, we also showed that the majority of the
participants reinterpreted the evaluations of the behaviours during the initial
presentation stage, and that half of them started to do that after having perceived
about one third of the statements. Further support involves participants’ verbal
reports indicating that when they have developed the hypothesis that Group A is
better than Group B, they subsequently reinterpreted the discon rming behaviours
in accordance with their hypothesis and generally commented upon con rming
behaviours as providing support for their hypothesis. This then should have
reinforced the impression that Group A is better than Group B. More importantly,
the latter idea is con rmed by the increase in overall positive Group A
interpretations in the second half of the perception stage as compared to the  rst
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half. In short, the joint in uence of impression formation and evaluative
reinterpretations occurred when statements are perceived, leading to a strengthening of the original impression which resulted in subsequent illusory correlation
eV ects.
Although it is generally known that verbalizing thoughts can in uence the
thinking process per se, the observed replications of previous results seem to justify
the conclusion that the thinking-aloud method did not interfere materially with the
perception of illusory correlation as measured in traditional research.
Both studies extend the work of Berndsen et al. (1996, 1998) by demonstrating
which kinds of stimuli are subjected to reinterpretations. Overall, the discon rming
rather than the con rming behaviours are reinterpreted (e.g. given a positive Group
A impression, undesirable Group A and desirable Group B behaviours were
reinterpreted).
The observation that participants reinterpreted only the discon rming rather
than the con rming behaviours into supporting evidence for their impression
suggests that justi cations may also play a role in imposing restrictions on the
scope of reinterpretations. This is in accordance with Kunda’s (1990) work which
shows that drawing a particular conclusion is aV ected by justi cations for this
conclusion. Our  ndings could also be related to research on the ‘con rmation
bias’, that is, the tendency to con rm rather than discon rm hypotheses by
maximizing the probability of a con rming outcome (Klayman & Ha, 1987). The
second study supports the con rmation tendency, and also reveals how participants
search for con rmation. That is, they do not focus on statements that con rm their
impression, but rather on reinterpreting discon rming behaviours, resulting in
support of their impression.
Finally, it is interesting to note that there is not much evidence for the salience
of infrequent information as proposed by the distinctiveness account. In that
case one should expect that participants generate a hypothesis in which negative
Group B behaviour is mentioned explicitly. However, only three participants did
this, while two of them referred earlier to a hypothesis involving the positivity of
Group A.

General discussion
The contribution of the present research is that it shows the role of interpretive
processes underlying the illusory correlation eV ect in the presence and absence of
distinctive stimulus information.
We argue that imposing sense on the stimulus situation can lead to illusory
correlation. This kind of meaning enhancement can be considered as understandable and rational behaviour in the context of the illusory correlation task.
However, one could argue that even though the process leading to illusory
correlation is rational, the product itself is biased. This argument is in accordance
with the widespread opinion that the absence of illusory correlation re ects
adequate information processing. However, our second study oV ers a diV erent
explanation: Participants who reported no illusory correlations started with the
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same hypothesis (i.e. the positivity of Group A over Group B) as participants
who displayed illusory correlations. The only diV erence between them was the
test strategy; the former (smaller) group of participants focused on discon rmations (resulting in attenuated illusory correlations), whereas the latter searched
for con rmations. In other words, judgments of the absence of a correlation
apparently do not result from ‘accurate’ perception, but from a diV erent test
strategy. The point to make here is that either the perception of illusory
correlation or its absence can arise from the same processes involving the search
for diV erences between groups, suggesting that a sense-making process of
diV erentiation plays a central role in the illusory correlation paradigm. In
focusing on sense-making processes, the diV erentiated meaning account is
perhaps the only major explanation of illusory correlation that does not rely on
(biased) memory processes. Recent evidence from a source monitoring analysis
supports the notion that illusory correlation is not explicable in terms of memory
processes but re ects ‘‘response bias’ (Klauer & Meiser, 2000). The present
approach is consistent with this  nding.
With respect to the practice of conducting research, we believe that sensemaking processes are not necessarily con ned to the illusory correlation task. We
expect that such processes occur whenever experimental settings create expectations (other than originally conceived by the researchers) which a V ect the
psychological reality of the task and consequently the responses.
The process of deriving and giving meaning  ts in very well with selfcategorization theory (Turner et al., 1987) which views categorization as an adaptive
process of making sense of the world, and shows that participants can make sense
of situations by actively reinterpreting their evaluations of the stimuli so that they
become categorically meaningful. How does this sense-making process relate to the
process of stereotyping about social groups? A prevailing view of stereotypic beliefs
is that they result from cognitive information processing biases. This is based on
the assumption that the information in our environment is too complex for our
processing capabilities, hence the need to simplify this information, resulting in
stereotypes (see e.g. Hamilton, 1981). According to this view, stereotypes are
erroneous generalizations based on distorted or illusory perceptions of individuals
as group members. However, the present studies, if anything, suggest the opposite,
namely that illusory correlations result from cognitive eV ort to understand and
enhance the meaning of the task. Extending this idea to the area of stereotypes, this
implies that stereotypes are not so much the product of simpli cation but of
eV ortful elaboration.
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Appendix
On the frequency estimation task the expected values in the standard condition diV er from the other
conditions, because in the latter conditions Groups A and B were supposed to be larger than in the
standard condition in order to keep the total number of presented stimuli constant for all conditions.
With regard to the assignment task, all participants were presented with 12 positive behaviours and six
negative behaviours. Given participants’ knowledge that Group B is smaller than Group A, we
computed the possible expected values involving no correlation between group membership and
behaviour. That is, with a total number of 18 statements the size of Group B must be smaller than
nine and that of Group A must be greater than nine. The table below reports the three possible
expected values distributions:
Three distributions of expected values in the assignment task

Group A
Group B

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

8
4
12

4
2
6

10
2
12

5
1
6

12
0
12

6
0
6

It can be seen that the expected values for positive behaviour in Group A could be 8, 10 or 12 and
that the corresponding expected values for negative behaviour in Group B could range from 0 to 2.

